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Electrostatic “Fractional” Image Methods for
Perfectly Conducting Wedges and Cones
Nader Engheta, Fellow, IEEE

[8, pt. 1, ch. 111, [9, pp. 68-70, 124-1351). As described in
many standard textbooks in electromagnetics, one of the most
basic geometries for which the image method has been used
is the perfectly conducting or the dielectric half space with
the flat interface (e.g., [9]). Another well-known classic case
for which the electrostatic image theory has been applied is
the potential distribution of a point charge located in front of a
perfectly conducting sphere. The image method solution to this
problem has been attributed to Lord Kelvin in 1848 [8, p. 2451.
As mentioned by Lindell et al. [lo], the dielectric counterpart
of this problem was addressed by Neumann (in 1883), and also
treated by Lindell (in 1992) [Ill. For an excellent treatment
of some of the classical image methods, the reader is referred
to Smythe [9].
The method of images for the perfectly conducting half
space (or equivalently for a perfectly conducting flat plate)
is straightforwardly extended to the 2-D perfectly conducting
I. INTRODUCTION
comers (i.e., intersecting plates) with specific outer angles
ECENTLY, we used the concept of fractional derivatives [9, p. 701. Specifically, it is known that if an infinitely long
and integrals to introduce a definition for the “fractional- uniform electrostatic line charge is located parallel with the
order” multipoles in electromagnetism [ 11. We showed that
edge of the corner in front of a perfectly conducting comer, and
for the electrostatic case, as far as their scalar potential
if the corner’s outer angle denoted by p is such that T / @ is an
distributions are concerned, these fractional-order poles beinteger, then there exist (27r/p - 1) discrete images [9, p. 701.
have effectively as “intermediate” cases between the known
Thus, the electrostatic potentials due to the original line charge
integer-order multipoles [l]. In that work, we also alluded
together with these ( 2 ~ / / 3 -1)images can provide the potential
that the potentials of the electrostatic fractional-order poles
distribution in front of the perfectly conducting comer. An
resemble one of the solutions of the Laplace equation for
obvious question to ask here is: what kind of “images” (if
the regions in front of the perfectly conducting cones (for
any) would one get if 7r/P were not an integer? Would we get
three-dimensional (3-D) case) and for the perfectly conducing
a distributed set of images? One answer to these questions can
wedges (for the two-dimensional (2-D) case). Here, we expand
be obtained from the elegant work of Nikoskinen and Lindell
that observation to develop an electrostatic image theory for
who have analyzed the problem of image solutions for the
the 2-D perfectly conducting wedges and for the 3-D perfectly
Poisson equation for the dielectric wedge geometry [12]. They
conducting cones using the concept of fractional calculus and
found that for the perfectly conducting wedge with an arbitrary
fractional-order poles. This idea of electrostatic “fractional”
angle, their image solutions have a distributed portion in the
image method was first presented verbally by the author in a
imaginary angular domain [12]. Lindell and his co-workers
recent symposium [2]. Some other applications of fractional
have also treated some other interesting cases such as 2-D
calculus in electromagnetic theory have been studied by the
electromagnetic image theory for conducting wedges [131 and
author [3], [4]. It should be mentioned that the topic of
conducting half planes [ 141 and transient problems [ 151, [ 161.
fractional calculus has found applications in various fields of
In this paper, we use a completely different approach to
science (e.g., [5]-[7]).
treat the problem of 2-D electrostatic image problems for the
The classic method of images is a well-known technique
perfectly conducting wedge with arbitrary angles. We will
often used in electromagneticsto describe the electric potential
and field distributions of a given source situated in proximity show that for this problem, using the concept of “fractionalof objects with certain geometries and material properties (e.g., order” multipoles [l], it is possible to describe “images” that
effectively behave as distributed “intermediate” cases between
Manuscript received November 16, 1995; revised March 15, 1996.
those discrete images obtained for specific wedge angles. The
The author is with the Moore School of Electrical Engineering, University
fractional orders of these equivalent “images,” which we call
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104 USA.
Publisher Item Identifier S 0018-926X(96)08367-6.
“fractional” images, depend on the wedge’s angle. We also
Abstract-In our earlier work, we introduced a definition
for the electric charge “fractional-order” multipoles using the
concept of fractional derivatives and integrals [l]. Here, we
utilize that definition to introduce a detailed image theory for
the two-dimensional (2-D) electrostatic potential distributions in
front of a perfectly conducting wedge with arbitrary wedge
angles, and for the three-dimensional potential in front of a
perfectly conducting cone with arbitrary cone angles. We show
that the potentials in the presence of these structures can be
described equivalently as the electrostatic potentials of sets of
equivalent “image” charge distributions that effectively behave
as “fractional-order” multipoles; hence, the name “fractional”
image methods. The fractional orders of these so-calledfractional
images depend on the wedge angle (for the wedge problem)
and on the cone angle (for the cone problem). Special cases
where these fractional images behave like the discrete images
are discussed, and physical justification and insights into these
results are given.
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2-D Perfectly Conducting Wedge
\

Fig 1 Two-dimensional perfectly conducting wedge with the outer angle /3
An infinitely long static line charge with uniform line charge density of Q E
(Coulomb/m) is located at ( P O , yo) The Cartesian (5,y, z ) and cylindncal
( p , p, z ) coordinate systems are used The geometry of the problem is
independent of z

expansion of @ l o ( p , p) in terms of 2-D circular harmonics
reveals the role and importance of each term. Specifically,
it is known that (In p) term is due to the line monopole
contribution, the terms p - l cos (p) and p - l sin (p) are due
to the line dipole contributions, the terms p-2 cos ( 2 9 ) and
p-2 sin (2p) are due to the line quadrupole contributions, etc.
It is also interesting to note that one can write

and one can extend this feature to the higher-order terms with
m 2 1 as follows1,2

{

extend this image method for the 3-D perfectly conducting
cones
11.

ELECTROSTATIC
IMAGEMETHODS
WEDGES WITH
ARBITRARYANGLES

(-1y-1

}

-

TWO-DIMENSIONAL

. i- 1n ( P I ] .

FOR PERFECTLY CONDUCTING

Consider a 2-D perfectly conducting wedge with the outer
angle of ,D. A Cartesian coordinate system (2, g , z) is chosen
with the x axis along the edge of the wedge, and the 2-z plane
being the symmetry plane of the wedge. (Fig. 1). A cylindrical
coordinate system ( p , cp, x) is also used with x = p cos cp and
y = p sin p. An infinitely long uniform static line charge with
charge density per unit length of Q i (Coulomb/m) is located
parallel with the z axis at an arbitrary point with coordinates
(PO, PO).The electrostatic potential cDl,(p, c p ) due to this line
charge in front of the perfectly conducting wedge (i.e., in the
angular range of T - ,6'/2 < cp < T ,D/2), can be written as

+

When we substitute (4) into (2) for the case where p
we obtain

for P

+

W

m=l

{

(")

2 m ~ a p>

m

[cos(my01 cos (mcp)

+ sin(mp0) sin(mp)]
where the constant C (which is unimportant in our discussion
here) is the usual arbitrary constant to be chosen such that
the potential acquires a specific value at a given point. Let
us consider the region where p > po. For this region, the

> Po

(4)

>

po,

(5)

where Cl[= ( ~ T E / Q ~ is
) Ca] constant (m = 0 term is
included). From (3,it can be seen that for an observer in the
region p > po an equivalent representation for a 2-D charge
distribution, which would provide the same potential as that
of the single line charge (in the absence of the wedge), can
be written as
Qequlv = Qi

where p< (p,) is the smaller (larger) of p o and p , respectively,
t is the permittivity of the homogeneous isotropic medium in
front of the wedge [17, p. 761. Now let us consider the case of
the line charge alone (without the wedge) placed at the same
location ( P O , PO). The electrostatic potential of this uniform
line charge can be expressed [17, p. 1181 as

am-1

cos(mcp)
=-sin ( m p ) pm
( m - I)! axm-1

6(~)6(p)

'For the 3-D case, Maxwell has shown that the spherical harmonics can
be written in terms of multiple spatial differentiations of potential of a point
charge [S, pp. 207-2141,
can show that the representation of p P m cos(mp) and
p-m sin (mp) in terms of the spatial derivatives of -In ( p ) can
have a more general form. It can be shown that

and

where s = 0, 1, 2, 3,
Here, in (4), s is taken to be zero Furthermore, the
technique shown by Maxwell IS, pp 207-2141 can be used with appropriate
modification for the 2-D case.
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where S(m)(.) denotes the mth-order derivative of the Dirac
delta function3 and the identity r(m 1) = m! has been
used. For the reason that will become clear later, the terms
(- l)mhave been combined with the cos (.) and sin (.) terms
in the above expression. This description is consistent with the
concept of multipole expansion of electric sources [20, ch. 41,
[21]-[23] and with the mathematical forms of charge density
distributions for point multipoles [21]-[23] (or line multipoles
for the 2-D case). The expression in (6) emphasizes the fact
that, aside from the specific multiplicative constants, the shape
of the spatial distributions of the higher-order line multipoles
can be written in terms of spatial derivatives of Dirac delta
functions. As will become apparent shortly, we will utilize and
expand this concept to introduce the concept of "fractional"
images as equivalent representation for a charge distribution
for the potentials involving perfectly conducting wedges.
Returning to the case of the line charge in front of the
perfectly conducting wedge shown in Fig. (l), one can see
from (1) (for p > P O ) that the exponents of the p-dependences
of various terms of the potential involve - (m7r//3)which are,
in general, nonintegers. However, it is well known that for a
2-D static electric charge density with its cross section in the
x-y plane bounded in a finite region (and with no wedge
present), the multipole expansion of the potential involves
terms whose p-dependences have negative integer exponents
(except the zeroth-order line monopole whose potential has
logarithmic dependence on p ) . Therefore, because of the
noninteger exponents m7r/p one can conclude that for the
wedge problem, shown in Fig. 1, an equivalent representation
of charge distribution which would provide a potential distribution similar to that of the wedge in the region p > po
will not be limited in a certain bounded region in the 2D x-y plane (i.e., it would not be localized in the 2-y
plane). In other words, for the noninteger T / P , any image
charges (or portion thereof) for the potential problem involving
perfectly conducting wedge with outer angle P will be of the
nonlocalized distributed form (instead of being discrete image
charges)?
Let us consider the dominant term in (1) for p > po. The
p-dependence of this term has the form p-"lp which decays
faster than - In ( p ) term (of a line monopole) and decays more
slowly than pPn (of a line 2"-pole) where n is the first positive
integer larger than
Therefore, for B > 7r it appears that
in the absence of the wedge (and the original line charge), an
equivalent (or substituting) charge distribution to produce a
potential with p-"/p dependence should have a form which is
neither a line monopole nor a line dipole at the origin, instead
it should effectively be an "intermediate" case between a 2-D
line monopole and a 2-D line dipole. This can be a case to
utilize the concept of "fractional-order'' multipoles.

+

31n the rigorous mathematical sense, the Dirac delta function should be
treated as a generalized function, and its derivatives should also be handled
in that context [181, [191.
41n fact, in the presence of the wedge it is obvious that the part of the actual
charge densities involved in the wedge problem, viz., the charge induced on
the surface of the perfectly conducting wedge, is not localized in a certain
bounded region in the z-y plane. Instead, it is distributed on the surface of
the wedge extending to infinity.
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We showed elsewhere 111 that a 2-D "fractional-order''
multipole (e.g., 2"-pole with 0 < a < 1) can be obtained
by taking the ath-order fractional derivative of the 2-D Dirac
delta function S(z)S(y). The 2-D charge density distribution
of such a 2" pole can be written as
Q 2 a , z ( ~ ,Y)

=~"-~X[QZS(~)S(Y)I

(7)

where Q Z ~ , , ( Xy), denotes the volume charge density (unit
of Coulomb/m3) of this 2-D charge distribution, the subscript
2" with noninteger a indicates the fractional order of the
multipole (e.g., for a = 0 we have a monopole, and for
a = 1 we have a dipole), subscript 2 shows that the fractional
derivative is taken with respect to the 2 coordinate, Ql (with
unit of Coulomb/m) is the strength of the static line charge
(line monopole at z = y = 0), -&):is the symbol for
the fractional derivative of order a with respect to variable x
and with the lower limit of
The arbitrary multiplicative
constant l", with 1 being a constant with dimension of length,
is used here to keep the physical dimensions of quantities
unchanged when a fractional derivative is taken. Therefore,
when we take ath-order 2-derivative of QzS(x)S(y), the
multiplicative constant 1" keeps the dimension of Q p , ( 2 , y)
as Coulomb/m3. The sketch of such a charge distribution
is shown in Fig. 2(a). We have analyzed the electrostatic
potential distributions and field components of such a charge
distribution elsewhere [I]. The details are not repeated here
and the reader is referred to our previous work 111. The
potential of such a charge distribution can be expressed in
a closed form as

for p > 0 and 0 < cp < 27r. It can be easily shown
that the above expressions for the electrostatic potential (and
corresponding field components [l]) of the 2" pole approach
their corresponding limiting values for the infinitely long line
charge (limit of a -+0) and those of the line dipole located
parallel with the z axis and the dipole vector along the z axis
5There are several definitions for the fractional integrals and derivatives [24]-[26]. One of the definitions of fractional integral is the Riemann-Liouville integral [24, p. 491. For a given function f ( z ) , the Riemann-Liouville integral for the fractional integral is defined as

for

cy

< 0 and z > a .

For cases where cy becomes a negative integer, this integral becomes Cauchy's
repeated integration [24, p. 381. (Here, in this paper the notation a D g ,
developed by Davis [25], has.been adapted.) For fractional derivatives where
cy > 0, the Riemann-Liouville integral can be used if one uses the additional
step aDzf(z) = ( d m / & P ) a D : - m f ( z ) , where m is chosen such that
(cy
m ) becomes negative, and thus, the above integration can be applied
for a D E - m f ( z ) . Then d m / d x m is the conventional mth-order differential
operator [24, p. SO]. It can be shown that when a is a positive integer, the
fractional derivative results in the conventional derivatives.
-,
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(limit of a i 1).6As an illustrative example, the contour plot
of (8) is given in Fig. 2(b) for a fractional value of a = 0.8. If
we compare the potential given in (8) for a > 0 with one of the
terms in (1) of the wedge problem (for p > po) , we will notice
that for the terms with m = odd integer, the two expressions
will become similar when a takes the value of m7r/P.With the
proper choice of a multiplicative constant, these two terms can
become the same. Therefore, if we introduce a multiplicative
constant C, in front of the charge density distribution of the
fractional 2"-pole, this constant can be chosen such that the
electrostatic potential of the fractional 2"-pole becomes the
same as one of the odd terms in (1). In other words, we can
show that the potential given in (8) becomes the same as the
potential of the m = (2n 1)st term in (1) for the wedge
problem (for p > PO), when a = m r / P = ( 2 n + l ) r / P with
n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . and

A

+---

i

B

+

with n = 0, 1, 2, . . . .

(9)

Therefore, the "fractional-order'' 2(2n+')"/O-pole is described
as follows:

Fig. 2. In the left side of panel A, the sketch of a fractional 2a-pole in the
2-D case is shown with 0 < a < 1. (The ath-order fractional derivative is
taken with respect to 2). In the right side, the form of the volume charge
density for the charge distribution shown in left, is illustrated. This volume
charge density, which is a surface charge distribution in the z--z plane, has
the form of Q(z) 6(y), where the form of the function Q(z) as a function
of z is only shown. (Here, for purpose of plotting Q(z) for z > 0, a is
taken to be N = 0.8.) At z = 0, the expression for (7) has a singularity in
the form resulting from ( a 2 / a z z ) [ U ( z ) z 1 - ~ / r-( a
2 ) ]at z = 0 where
U ( % )is the unit-step function. In panel B, contour plots are shown' for the 2-D
electrostatic scalar potential of the fractional 2" pole shown in anel A These
contours are drawn using the computer program Muthemutica (Version 2.0,
Wolfram Research, Inc.). For plotting purposes, the expression of potential in
(8) is normalized with &I la/(2aa) = 1. The intersection of equipotential
surfaces with the z-y plane is shown here. Since the potential distribution is
symmetric with respect to the z--z plane, the contours are only shown for the
region -2 5 z 5 $2 and 0 < y 5 2. The parameter a = 0.8 is used for
the plot. The potential to the left of the surface Q = 0 is positive.

&

:

multipole:
can be regarded as an equivalent charge representation for the
terms with m = (an 1) in the expression of potential of
the wedge for the region p > po. Thus, in the absence of the
wedge and the original line charge this fractional-order pole,
which involves fractional derivative of the line charge at the
origin, produces the (2n 1)st term of the wedge potential
in the region p > po. The order of the fractional derivative
is (2n l)n/P,which is directly dependent on the wedge's
outer angle.
For the terms with even numbers m = 2n 2 in (1) with
p > p ~ we
, need to look at another form of fractional-order
multipole. We can show that if instead of taking fractional
ath-order derivative of the line monopole with respect to z
we take first-order derivative of the line monopole with respect
to v, and then take fractional ( a - 1)th-order derivative with
respect to 2, we will obtain certain charge distribution whose
potentials will resemble the terms with m = 2n 2 in (1).
More specifically, we define the following fractional-order

+

+

+

+

+

61t can also be shown that for cy = n (integers), these expressions can also
approach their corresponding values for higher integer-order line multipoles
wlth multipole tensor components along the z axis.

where C, is a constant to be determined such that the potential
of this fractional-order multipole becomes the same as a term
with m = 2n+2 in (l),1g-l and I , are also two multiplicative
constants with 1, and 1, being two constants with dimension
of length to assure the proper physical dimensions for the
charge densities of the fractional-order multipole. The term in
the last square brackets in (11) represents a line dipole at the
origin with lines being parallel with the z axis and with its
dipole vector in the y direction. Thus, such a fractional-order
multipole can be interpreted as the fractional ( a - 1)th-order
derivative (with respect to z) of that line dipole. In contrast,
the fractional-order multipole given in (7) was the fractional
ath-order derivative (with respect to 5) of the line monopole
at the origin. The sketch of the charge distribution in (1 1)
is shown in Fig. 3(A). The electrostatic potential of such a
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+

which involves fractional [(2n 2)7r/p - 11th-derivative (with
respect to s) of the line dipole, will produce, in the region
p > pol a potential similar to the (2n
2)nd term for
the wedge potential. Given the fractional-order multipoles
described above for the even-m and odd-m terms in the wedge
potential expression for the region p > po, one can write
[in the absence of the wedge and its original line charge at
( P O , c p ~ ) ] the following expression as the combined equivalent
charges that would produce the same potential for the region

A

+

= x-a/

z

r(i-a)

X

-++++ + +

P

B

a = 1.6

>

PO

Qequiv(s,

V) =

-

-++ + + + +

Fig. 3. Similar description, as in caption of Fig. 2, except here we have the
fractional-order pole which is obtained by taking fractional (CY- 1)th-order
derivative of a line dipole [-&I S(z)S(')(y)] [see (ll)]. For plotting purposes, cy is taken to be 1.6. The potential distribution in this case is
antisymmetric with respect to the z-z plane. The potential between the two
planes of @ = 0, shown above, is positive.

fractional-order multipole can be explicitly written as

for 0

<Q

,

(12)

for p > 0 and 0 < 'p < ZT, and a contour plot of this potential
is depicted in Fig. 3CB) for Q = 1.6. Comparing this potential
with terms with m = 2n 2 in (1) for the wedge potential
for p > PO, we observe that for Q = (2n 2 ) ~ / / 3with
n = 0, I, 2, ..., and

+

+

C a = ( ~ n + 2 ) 7 i / p=

[
0, 1,
pr

with n =

;

Z)*

+ 11

2, . . .

(13)

the two potentials become the same. Therefore, in the absence
of the wedge and the original line charge, the fractional-order
2(2nf2)"/fi-pole,described as
Qewiv(x, Y)for
=

m=2n+2
2n+2)7r/,B-l
~ ( 2 n + 2 ) . r r / p1:

. -mDi2nf2)"/P-1

[ Q i b J(z)

J(')(~y>l

It is interesting to compare and/or contrast the above combined charge distribution, with (6) which is the equivalent
representation of charge distribution for a single line charge
located at (PO PO)(without any wedge present). First, we notice
that (6) has a line monopole term QlS(x) S(y), whereas (15)
does not. This is due to the fact that for a single line-charge
problem, the two-dimensional total charge per unit length, is
not zero; hence, the nonzero monopole term. However, in
the perfectly conducting wedge problem with the line charge
in its proximity, considering the line charge and the induced
charge on the surfaces of the perfectly conducting wedge, the
total net charge per unit length (along x) is zero; thus, there
should not be any line-monopole term. Second, the mathematical forms of the two equations are similar in that both
involve derivatives of the line monopole [Ql S(X) S(y)] and the
line dipole [-Ql S(x) S ( ' ) ( y ) ] . However, in (6), conventional
derivatives of order m and m - 1 are involved, whereas
in (15) fractional derivatives of orders [ ( 2 n 1)7r/P] and
[(an 2)7r/p - 11 should be employed. It is also worth noting
that this differentiation is with respect to the z coordinate,
which is the symmetry line in the wedge's cross section with
the x-y plane. Third, it must be noted that the multiplicative
constants in front of these derivatives have similar forms, with
the understanding that the parameter m in (6) is replacedby [(2n 1)7r/p] and [(an 2)7r/p - 11 in (15). Finally,
there is a factor of 2 ~ / present
p
in (15) which is due to
the difference in orthonormalization factors of the orthogonal
sinusoidal functions s i n [ m r / 2 - ( m ~ / p )-(cp)]
~ for the

+

+

+

+
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angular range of 7r - P / 2 < p < 7r p/2, and the functions
sin (mp) and cos (mp) for the angular range of 0 < p < 27r.
To have better understanding of the physical meaning of the
equivalent (or substituting) charge given in (15), let us consider
the observation points in the far region, i.e., where p >> PO.
For this case, the dominant term in the wedge potential given
in (1) is the term with p-"lp dependence. Thus, we have

. cos

[

;(T

-

4

for

p >> PO.

Y
Static L
Charge

2-D Perfectly
:rfectly Conducting Wedge

I

(16)

If we remove the perfectly conducting wedge and the line
charge in its proximity, and substitute them with the first term
of the charge distribution in (15), viz., m = first term which is

Dominant term of equivalent
"Fractional Image" Charge

(17)
we will obtain the same potential as (16). Here, integer p
is chosen such that T / P - p becomes negative, and thus,
the Riemann-Liouville integral for the definition of fractional
integral can be used (see footnote 5). At IC = 0, care must
be exercised when evaluating dpldxp. The integer p can be
chosen such that the function I C - ~ / P + P - ' becomes continuous
at 3: = 0. However, pth-order derivative of this function at
x = 0 is singular and discontinuous. For noninteger values of
7 r / / 3 , this 2-D charge density distribution is a (nonlocalized)
surface-charge distribution on the LC--z plane for 3: > 0, with
volume charge density given in the above equation. Fig. 4
shows the sketch of this charge distribution, which is to
substitute the wedge and its neighboring line charge.
Let us consider the special cases for which n//3is an integer.
It is well known from the conventional image method that for
these values, one can find a finite number of discrete (i.e.,
localized) image charges. If /3 = 7r, the wedge becomes a 2-D
perfectly conducting half space with flat interface on the y-z
plane. For this case, the electrostatic potential for the distant
observer (16) is given as

for p >> PO

Fig. 4. (a) A 2-D perfectly conducting wedge with an infinitely long static
line charge in front of it is shown. (b) For the electrostatic potential in the
far region (where p >> P O ) , the wedge and the original line charge can be
replaced with the dominant term of (15), which is proportional to the fractional
.//3 derivative of the line monopole. This fractional T / P pole gives rise to a
potential which is similar to the one shown in Fig. 2. Here, the wedge angle
is chosen to be /3 = ' 5 ~ / 4 .This results in a = ~ / / 3= 0.8 for which the
contour plot is given in Fig. 2(b). The next higher-order term belongs to the
first antisymmetric term in (15) with fractional (a - 1)th-order derivative of
a line dipole. For this term cy = 27r//3 = 1.6, and the contour plot for the
potential of this term is shown in Fig. 3(b). Note that in both contour plots,
the potential is zero at y = 3 ~ / and
8 1 3 ~ / which
8
correspond to the wedge
surfaces.

which is effectively the potential of a 2-D line dipole with
lines parallel with the x axis located at the origin, and with
the vector of the dipole p = 2Qlpo cos (pa); (2 being the unit
vector along the z axis). Equation (17) for this case (p = n)
can be written as
Qequlv(2,

Y ) P = ~ - 2 ~ o cos (PO)-,@[Qi

S(2) S ( V ) ]

=~ Q Z P
COS
O( ( ~ 0 ) [ - 6 ( ~ ) &
((
2I
)/)]

for P >> PO
7r

and 2

37r

< YO< 2

This is, indeed, the volume charge density of a line
dipole located at the origin with the same dipole vector
p = 2Qlpo cos(p0)k as mentioned before (note that
n-/2 < p o < 37r/2). From the physical point of view it
is clear that for this case, where the original line charge is
parallel with the flat perfectly conducting interface at the y-z
plane, there is an image line charge with charge density per
unit length -Qi located at ( P O ,7r - PO)and parallel with the
original line charge, and this image line charge ( - Q E )and the
original line charge ( Q l ) together form a line dipole which
provides the dominant term of the potential in the far region,

~
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as given in (18). The dipole moment (per unit length of x )
of this line charge is given by p = 2Qlpo cos (cp0)k which
supports our findings above.
, have a perfectly conducting
For the case where = ~ / 2we
90” comer. The electrostatic potential for p >> PO is given by

for p >> PO
2)
It can be easily shown that this potential is the same as
the potential of 2-D electrostatic line quadrupole Q =
4Qlpi c o s ( 2 p 0 ) x z . The charge from (17) for this case is

expressed as
Qequlv(x,

Y ) P = ~ / zx

COS (

2 ~ 0-) d

Z [ 6 ( ~S()Y)]

1
= 4 Q i p i COS ( 2 p o ) [ ~ S ( ~ ) S(U)].
(x)
(21)
The expression in the square brackets above which involves
second derivative of S(x), presents a volume charge density of a 2-D quadrupole with quadrupole moment Q =
4Qlpg cos ( 2 p o ) k k which is the same as the line quadrupole
generating the potential in (20). Therefore, the equivalent
charge is consistent with the potential in the far region. To
explain this case physically, we recall that for a 2-D 90” corner
with a line charge parallel with the edge of the corner, there
exist three discrete image line charges. For the sake of simplicity in discussion here, let us assume that the original line
charge is in the 2--x plane at the location (PO, cpo = T ) . The
three image line charges are, therefore, given as +Ql at (pa, 0),
-Ql
at (p0,7r/2), and -Ql at ( P O , 37r/2). As seen from far,
these three image line charges, together with the original line
charge, form a 2-D quadrupole with quadrupole moment Q=
2Qlpg COS (2po)kk - 2Qlpi COS ( 2 p o ) i j i j = 2 Q l p i ( k k
However, it can be easily shown that electrostatic potential due
Q ) is the same (but with the opposite
to Q (yy component of sig7:s
that of the Q ~ X component
X
of Q). Therefore,
=xx
the quadrupole moment Q = 4Qlpg cos(2cpo)&i? produces
Q = 2QlpZ c o s ( 2 p o ) k k the same far-zone potential as 2Qlpz c o s ( 2 p o ) i j i j . This demonstrates that in this case, the
charge distribution expressed in (21) is effectively consistent
with the well-known discrete images, and it provides the same
distant electrostatic potential for the 2-D 90” corner. For other
values of ,6 for which T / P becomes an integer, one can
show that the charge distribution (17) would similarly yield an
electrostatic potential that is the same as the distant potential
(i.e., where p >> p o ) due to the discrete image line charges
together with the original line charge.
Some of the salient features of the equivalent charges
described in (15) (or (17) for the far observation points) should
be noted.
1) As can be seen from (17) and from examples shown in
Figs. 2 and 3, the fractional 7r/P derivatives of the Dirac
delta function give rise to singularities at IC = 0. For the

3)

4)
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observer in region p >> PO, the upward (positive) edge
of this singularity may effectively appear as the original
line charge, and the rest of the equivalent charge for
x > 0 can be viewed as the distributed “image” charges.
For example, when p = 7r for the conducting flat plate,
the positive part of S(’)(z) S(v) can be regarded as the
original line charge, and the negative part plays the role
of the image of line charge.
For values of /3 where l r / P is an integer, the order
of derivatives involved in the definition of equivalent
charge distribution becomes integer, thus yielding a
conventional diffefentiation of Dirac delta function. This
is consistent with the fact that for these values of p,
discrete (localized) image line charges can be introduced. When 7r/P is not an integer, then fractional
derivatives of Dirac delta function are employed which
yield distributed (nonlocalized) charge densities for the
equivalent charges. So, effectively, as one gradually
changes the angle of the wedge, the equivalent charge
(15) or (17) “evolves” between discrete (localized) and
distributed (nonlocalized) charge densities, continually
“filling the gap” between the discrete cases of localized
image line charges as line dipole, line quadrupole, line
octupole, etc. Such an “intermediate” charge distribution
was denoted as “fractional-order’’ poles. That is why we
name this technique the “fractional” image method.
If the observer is not in the far region (but still p > PO),
higher-order terms given in (15) should also be included for the equivalent charge distribution. In this case,
higher-order fractional derivatives become involved.
As can be easily seen from (15), there are two sets
of terms in that equation: one set which includes the
terms with cos { [ ( 2 n l)n/p](lr - cpo)}, and the other
which has the terms with sin { [ ( 2 n 2)7r/p](7r - PO)}.
Physically, these sets correspond to the symmetric and
antisymmetric parts of the source, respectively. In other
words, we can consider the wedge problem with the
line charge &l at (PO, p o ) as superposition of two
subproblems: the symmetric part where there are two
line charges of Q l / 2 located at ( P O , PO)and ( P O , 27r PO), and the antisymmetric part where there are two
line charges Q1/2 and - Q l / 2 located at ( P O , p o ) and
( P O , 2lr - PO),respectively. The terms with cos { [ ( 2 n
1)7r/p](7r - pa)} provide the equivalent charge for
the symmetric part, and the terms with sin{[(2n
2)7r//3](7r - P O ) } give the equivalent charge for the
antisymmetric part. This is also supported by the fact
that symmetric part involves fractional differentiation
of line monopole, while antisymmetric part deals with
fractional derivatives of line dipole.
Although our discussion has been aimed at observation
points in region p > pa, it can be shown that when
/3 > 7r for the region close to the edge of the wedge
where p << po, an equivalent charge distribution similar
to (17) can be obtained provided that terms involving

+

-$e).

+

+
+

5)
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7r/p

in (17) be replaced by
-27rp;T'P

Qequiv(2,

Y)

-7r/@.

cos

Thus, we get

;[

(7r

-

4

M

as the equivalent charge which, in the absence of the
wedge and the original line charge, would provide the
same potential for the observation points in the region
p << PO. It is interesting to note that this equivalent
charge is expressed in terms of fractional rntegral of
the line monopole.
Given the points made in the foregoing analysis and discussion, it is clear that for a perfectly conducting wedge with
arbitrary angle b, the general charge distributions introduced
in this section can be considered as "image" charges, and they
provide the equivalent electrostatic wedge potential in absence
of the wedge and its original line charge.

Fig. 5. A perfectly conducting cone with angle /3. A single static point charge
QO is located at ( T O , B O , y o ) .

of the same single-point charge located at the same point
is given, as shown in (24) at the bottom of this page. For
r < rg, the role of r and rO should be interchanged in
the above expressions. As shown by Maxwell, the spherical
can be written in terms of
harmonics P,"[cos
spatial derivatives of T - [8, pp. 207-2141, Therefore, for
r > T O , QP0 given in (24) can be written as

(i9)]{:;:[2$

c o o 0

t:n=m ZmQorgP,"[cos
( n + m)!

(T -

@PO

=

111. EXTENSION
TO THE CASE OF PERFECTLY CONDUCTING
ANGLE
CONES WITH ARBITRARY
The concept of "fractional" image method, introduced in the
previous section, can be extended to the 3-D case of perfectly
conducting cone with arbitrary angle. The mathematical details
are somewhat similar to what was described in Section 11, and
thus are not repeated here in detail.
Let us consider a perfectly conducting cone in the Cartesian
(z, y, z ) and spherical (r, 8, cp) coordinate systems. As shown
in Fig. 5, the z axis is taken to be the symmetry axis of the
cone, and the cone angle is p. The cone region 0 < 0 < p is
perfectly conducting and the rest is taken to be a homogeneous
isotropic medium of permittivity E . A point charge QO is
located at an arbitrary point ( T O , 00, PO)where /3 < 80 < 7r.
For observation points with r > T O , the electrostatic potential
(DPc of this point charge in front of the cone can be written
using spherical harmonics [17], as shown in (23) at the
bottom of this page, where Pv",, [.I are associated Legendre
functions of the first kind of degree um,n and order m, the
degrees vm,1, vm, 2 , vm,3 , . . . are the roots of the equation
P,: ,[cos (n - P ) ] = 0, the value of I,,,, is defined as

m=O

Here, the notations ai")/a(x, 9)'") and d $ m ) / a ( z ,y)(")
represent certain spatial differentiation in the z-y plane along
m directions oriented at angular intervals of n / m [8, p. 2101
and [27, pp. 149-1521. These differentiations in the z-y plane
was used by Maxwell to generate the cos (mcp)P;(cos 8) and
sin (mcp)P;(cos 0) parts of the spherical harmonic^.^
For the cone problem, however, using mathematical steps
similar to what we showed in Section 11, we can show that the
expression for potential apeshown in (23) can be written in
7The symbols used by Maxwell in his treatise [8, p. 2111 are O r ' and
( U ) is our m here. However, here we use a different symbol
to avoid confusion with the symbol aD: which we use for the fraction$
derivatives.

0;"where
' his

1

I,,,,,,
E Jcos(T-p) { P U " , , n [ ~ ~ ~ ( n - Q
~ [ )c Io s1( 2~ - ~ > I , and
SO, is the Kronecker delta. Without the cone, the potential

c o w

@PO

=

t:n=m Q O ~ :

m=O

COS

e)]

[m(p - c~O)]P,"[COS
( T - O~)]P,"[COS
(T ( n m)!
(1 SOm)27r&
rn+l

+

e,)]

+

~

( n - m)!

for

T

> TO
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terms of the fractional derivatives of 1/(4nw) as follows:

for

T

> r0.

2m+l

Qequiv =
m=O um,n

4

Perfectly

Condu ting Cone

f

(26)

Therefore, instead of conventional differentiation used to describe the potential of a single charge (in the absence of the
cone), as shown in (25),fractional differentiation (with respect
to z ) should be used in (26). The above expression shows
that for the potential in region T > T O , we can introduce an
equivalent charge distribution involving fractional derivatives
of point charge which would produce a potential similar to
the potential of the point charge in front of the perfectly
conducting cone. This equivalent charge distribution can be
written as
03
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(2vm,n

vm, n

To

PE, [cos(T

+ l)L,um,

72.

r(vm, n

-

0011

m

+ 1)

So, if we remove the original point charge and the conducting
cone and replace them with the above equivalent charge,
we would get the same cone potential distribution for the
observation points in the region T > T O . Thus, for T > TO
this represents an equivalent “image” charge for the problem
of perfectly conducting cone with a point charge in its vicinity.
It is of interest to consider the case of the distant observers
where T >> T O . In this case, the dominant term of the potential
will have m = 0 and the smallest vo,n . The charge distribution
given in (27) for this case is given as

-e-

l

(b)
Fig. 6. (a) Illustration of a perfectly conducting cone with the cone angle
p. A single static point charge Qo is in the vicinity of this cone. For the
electrostatic potential in the far region (where T >> T O ) , the cone and the
original point charge Qo can be replaced with the equivalent charge shown in
(28). (b) The sketch of this charge, which is proportional to the fractional V O ,
derivative of a point monopole is shown. The noninteger V O , is~ the smallest
root for Pu0 [ C O S ( T - p)] = 0. This 3-D charge-density distribution is a
nonlocalized’line charge distribution along the z axis for z > 0, with charge
density given in (28).

in the above equation and with a singularity at z = 0. The
sketch of such a charge distribution is given in Fig. 6(b). If
we consider the special case of /3 = 7r/2 for which the cone
becomes a flat plate, the roots of P u , , n [ c o s (-~ p)] = 0
will be vo,1 = 1, VO,2 = 3, vo, = 5,. . ‘. Thus, the charge
distribution given in (28) for vo, = 1 has the form QequivM
-27-0 cos ( T - &)[-Qo S(x) S(y) S(’)(z)] which represents a
point dipole with dipole moment p = -2Qor0 cos (T - BO)%
at the origin. This is consistent with the conventional method
of images when a point charge is located in front of a
perfectly conducting plate. Most of the salient features of the
“fractional” image method for the cone are similar to those
described for the wedge.

2 ~ 7 ’ ~ [cos
P ~(T~- ,eo)]
Qequiv

(avo,

+ i)i0, lr(vo, + 1)

IV. SUMMARY

uo,

. -mDzvO,l [QoS(x) S(Y)

S(z)]
~
Q
O
T
~
,
~
[COS
P
~
(T, ,
,
eo)] dP
__
(avo,1 1)Io, U,,, 1 q v o , 1 1)

-

+

+

=

where vo,1 can be a noninteger positive number and, as in (17),
the integer p is chosen such that vo, - p becomes negative (see
footnote 5). For noninteger values of vo,1, this 3-D chargedensity distribution is a (nonlocalized) line-charge distribution
along the z axis for z > 0 with volume charge density given

In this paper, we have introduced and described, in detail,
the concept of “fractional” image methods for the electrostatic
problem involving the perfectly conducting wedge and cone.
Using fractional calculus and the concept of “fractional-order”
poles, we have shown that the electrostatic potentials in front
of perfectly conducting wedges and cones can be expressed
equivalently as the potentials of sets of equivalent charges that
have the form of fractional-order poles. The “order” of these
poles depends on the wedge angle (for the 2-D wedge problem)
and on the cone angle (for the 3-D cone problem). We have
also shown that the potential of these general “fractional
images” approach that of the well known discrete images for
the special cases.

~
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These fractional “image” charges may have applications in
the analysis of electrostatic problems involving these shuctures. For example, one may speculate that in numerical
evaluation of fields in the presence of sharp edges and tips,
the knowledge of the form of these equivalent “image” charges
may become useful. Extension of this method to the electrostatic 2-D dielectric wedge is currently under study by the
author.
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